Gas sensing with
integrating spheres
Use of integrating spheres as long pass gas
cells

Our approach

 High sensitivity gas measurements often use
long path, multipass gas cells, which can be
difficult to align and require careful engineering
to maintain alignment in field conditions.
 Integrating spheres have a diffusely reflective
inner surface, which scatters the light over
multiple random paths within the cell. This
provides robustness against misalignment
caused by vibration, g-loading or thermal
expansion.
 Engineering photonics has been developing
integrating spheres as potential gas cells for
use in challenging environments.

We have solved a series of technical hurdles for
this technology:
 Minimised laser speckle noise and laser
feedback, both of which can be performance
limiting [1].
 Accurate mean effective pathlength and
analytical expression for the nonlinearity in
pathlength at high gas concentrations,
allowing accurate calibration [2].
 The mean pathlength depends critically on
the internal reflectivity, so calibration can be
affected if the sphere becomes dirty in use.
We have developed in-situ calibration
techniques that avoid this problem [3,4].
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(a) Sub ppm methane detector using a mid IR laser and integrating sphere. (b) 3D model of instrument.
(c) Installation on a Scottish Aviation Bulldog (owned and operated by Cranfield University) for atmospheric
measurements.
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